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Abstract 

In the recent past, the Romanian population has experienced major effect of psychological factors on the 
behavior of its financial, particularly with regard to accessing bank loans for consumer and real estate loans offered 
by commercial banks sometimes very easy, just "identity card". The financial crisis has compounded the effects of high-
risk lending, leading in turn to many Romanian dramatic situations if we consider the impossibility of return of bank 
debt and the need to adopt legal regulations for restanţierii real estate loans.  

The major risk of the bankruptcy of the pension system questioned especially amid massive emigration of labor 
in EU countries, together with a demographic trend downward as he mostly adult population to turn to savings 
instruments, even if according to studies BNR, they remain mostly in the sphere of bank deposits even if they offer 
extremely low interest rates. Appealing to methods frequently used to substantiate regional development strategies, the 
paper aims at analyzing the degree of concentration among the 8 regions, namely overcrowding overall levels of 
spatial distributions on loans and deposits of households in lei and foreign currency around a typical values of these 
variables. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

The unbalanced development of regions nationally effect manifests including on financial behavior of the 
population. Inter-regional differences reflect in fact that administrative arrangements are deficient, each development 
region having one county that plays the role of locomotive for the others, and that, the national economic development 
is especially polarized in the country capital and in the regions West and North-West while the eastern and southern 
regions are always lagging behind. 

Savings behavior of the population was recently revived throughout the country, especially under the impact 
of the negative effects of the period prior the financial crisis, period characterized by a facile lending but which has 
made from the population a banking client more cautious in terms of credits and more conscientious with his savings, 
in even if still preferring the deposits to other savings instruments.  

Although various factors affect the population decisions of saving, the indicators of the income category and 
the job security remain determinants, the level of standard of living and its perspective beeing correlated and causing 
discrepancies at inter and intra-regional regarding the level and the ratio of credits and deposits of the population. 

For a first assessment, in territorial profile, of the behavior of population regarding credits and saving, were 
considered centralized data at the level of the development regions on the size of loans to households in domestic and 
foreign currency and time deposits and deposits redeemable at notice, in national and foreign currency on the late of 
December 2015, the data publicly available on the website of the National Bank of Romania (NBR) to the monetary 
and financial statistics, data presented in table 1. 

Can note a very large share of the national total of the region Bucharest - Ilfov, for both indicators considered 
credits and savings and for both forms, deposits in national and foreign currency. Bucharest-Ilfov Region is followed, 
far away, from North-West Region, while there are other two regions but with very reserved financial behavior in all 
situations, the South-West Oltenia and Center Region. The comparative graphics from figure 1 highlight another 
feature national, ie preference of Romanians to keep savings in deposits in lei while for credits they preferred foreign 
currency. This preference can be attributed to offers charged by banks. 
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Table no. 1 – The distribution of credits and deposits of households in lei and foreign currency at the level of 
development regions, in late December 2015 

Development 
region/Country 

Credits in Lei Creditsiîn foreign currency Deposits în Lei Deposits in foreign currency 
Mil. lei % Mil. lei % Mil. lei % Mil. lei % 

ROMANIA,  Total 52592.80 100.00 55495.00 100.00 66044.40 100.00 41445.70 100.00 

NORD WEST 5894.30 11.21 6839.10 12.32 8345.10 12.64 4795.70 11.57 
NORD EAST 5416.00 10.30 5261.10 9.48 7207.90 10.91 4235.10 10.22 
WEST 5455.00 10.37 4961.10 8.94 5353.00 8.11 3781.60 9.12 
CENTER 4569.90 8.69 4793.80 8.64 6429.90 9.74 3580.90 8.64 
SOUTH WEST OLTENIA 4118.90 7.83 3057.60 5.51 4943.90 7.49 1858.00 4.48 
SOUTH MUNTENIA 5656.30 10.75 3647.90 6.57 7384.30 11.18 2802.60 6.76 
SOUTH EAST 5652.90 10.75 5162.10 9.30 7400.20 11.20 3766.30 9.09 
BUCHAREST+ILFOV 15829.60 30.10 21772.10 39.23 18980.10 28.74 16625.40 40.11 
Source: Data processing by the author from http://www.bnr.ro/Credite-si-depozite-in-profil-teritorial-3171.aspx#peloc, 
December 2015 

 

  

  
Fig. 1 - The territorial distribution at the level of the development regions of credits and depostis of 

households, in national and foreign currency, in late December 2015 
 
If we consider the actual saving as the difference between credits and deposits, we notice, analyzing the data in 

Table. 2, that at the end of 2015,  South Region, followed by North Region, are on the first places in ranking in terms of 
savings, the level of deposits in lei, or cumulated with deposits in the foreign currency, were exceeded with 882.70 
million lei, namely 765.93 million lei overall level of credit, and this while the savings of the Bucharest-Ilfov Region 
population have amounts with 1996.18 million lei lower than those contracted credits, region followed by the West 
Region with a deficit between savings and debt by 1281.44 million lei. 

Can note that the Region South-West Oltenia has a higher level of total credits compared with total deposits, 
too, but from the last position in the national ranking in terms of their volume. The Region North-West is on first place, 
if we referred to the largest credits simultaneously with deposits, excepting Bucharest-Ilfov Region. But, the most 
cautious with its money seems to be the population of South-Muntenia Region. 
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A first feature that should be considered is the credits / deposits ratio, which, at the end of December 2015, has 
a national record value of 101%, the savings placed by the population beeing almost equal with the volume of the 
credits. Comparing the economic boom and the explosion of lending, of the year 2008, when ratio of population 
credits/deposits climbed and over 200%, changing of the financial behavior of the population it is obvious. 
 
Table no. 2 - The volume and the ratio of household credits/deposits of households in national and foreign currency 
at the development regions level, in late December 2015 

Development region Total Credits 
Mil.lei 

Total deposits 
Mil.lei 

Saving 
(deposits-credits) 

Mil.lei 

Credits/deposits  
ratio 

NORD-WEST 12733.40 13140.86 407.46 0.97 
NORD-EAST 10677.10 11443.03 765.93 0.93 
WEST 10416.10 9134.66 -1281.44 1.14 
CENTER 9363.80 10010.72 646.92 0.94 
SOUTH-WEST OLTENIA 7176.50 6801.90 -374.60 1.06 
SOUTH MUNTENIA 9304.20 10186.90 882.70 0.91 
SOUTH EAST 10815.00 11166.50 351.50 0.97 
BUCHAREST+ILFOV 37601.70 35605.52 -1996.18 1.06 

Total 108087.70 107490.05 -597.65 1.01 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 - The volume of household saving (a) and the ratio of households deposits / deposits, national and foreign (b) 
at the level of development regions, in late December 2015 

 
Considering data published by the Romanian National Prognosis Commission (NCP) presented in the table 

below, regarding GDP / capita at the regional level for 2015, an important indicator that indicates living standards, we 
can explain the top place for two of three regions, West Region and respective Bucharest-Ilfov  regarding level of 
credits comparing to the deposits. The explanation is their high level of GDP / capita well above the national average. 
In these regions is concentrate much of the national economy that gives to the people confidence to invest rather than 
saving, avoiding the loss given by the interest rates which registered the minimum level since 1989. As for the Region 
South-West Oltenia, it has the lowest levels of the both indicators. The subunitary level of its ratio of credits / deposits 
stemmed probably from historical loans outstanding or refinanced. 

 
Table no. 3 – GPD/capita at the level of development regions of Romania, in the year 2015 

Development regions (Counties) PIB/Cap de locuitor 
(Euro) 

NORTH WEST (Bihor, Bistriţa-Năsăud, Cluj, Maramureş, Satu Mare, Sălaj) 6944 
NORTH EAST (Bacău, Botoşani, Iaşi, Neamţ, Suceava, Vaslui) 4938 
WEST (Arad, Caraș Severin, Hunedoara, Timiș) 8757 
CENTER (Alba, Brașov, Covasna, Harghita, Mureș, Sibiu) 7551 
SOUTH WEST OLTENIA (Mehedinși, Gorj, Dolj, Olt, Vâlcea) 6040 
SOUTH MUNTENIA (Argeș, Călăraș, Dâmbovița, Giurgiu, Ialomița, Prahova, Teleorman) 6024 
SOUTH EAST (Brăila, Buzău, Constanța, Galași, Tulcea, Vrancea) 6657 
BUCHAREST – ILFOV 19063 
Source: Romanian National Prognosis Commission (NPC) 
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For all other five regions, the loan / deposit ratio is less, subunitary even with insignificant values, indicates 
that there is potential for lending for further and can note, that for various reasons the population started to saving and 
not for getting earnings from bank interest which are extremely low. Although inflation is negative, in more cases, 
because the commissions of banks (account management, cash withdrawal, account food etc.) the depositors lose 
money especially at deposit withdrawals more especially if they choose the deposits with the short term. 

 
2. METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS  
 

Given the complexity of the Romanian administrative-territorial units, regions that comprise different number 
of counties with large variation relative to population, to describe the spatial variation in the volume of household 
savings in term deposits or credits earned was used territorial indicators with relative calculation for which was used as 
the basis for reporting, the maximum level of variables considered in analysis, corresponding to Bucharest-Ilfov 
Region, in late December 2015. 

In the tables below are present the algorithm for calculating territorial indeces and rates of gap for Romanian 
development regions. 

 
Table no. 4 - The algorithm for calculating territorial indices and rates of gap by the Bucharest-Ilfov Region for 
household deposits, in late December 2015 

Development 
regions 

Deposits in lei Deposits în foreign currancy Total deposits 

 

Territorial 
indeces 

Rates of 
gap  % 

 

Territorial 
indeces 

Rates of 
gap % 

 

Territorial 
indeces 

Rates 
of gap % 

      

NORD-WEST 8.345,10 0,44 -56 4.795,70 0,29 -71 13.140,86 0,37 -63 
NORD-EAST 7.207,90 0,38 -62 4.235,10 0,25 -75 11.443,03 0,32 -68 
WEST 5.353,00 0,28 -72 3.781,60 0,23 -77 9.134,66 0,26 -74 
CENTER 6.429,90 0,34 -66 3.580,90 0,22 -78 10.010,72 0,28 -72 
SOUTH-WEST 
OLTENIA 4.943,90 0,26 -74 1.858,00 0,11 -89 6.801,90 0,19 -81 

SOUTH MUNTENIA 7.384,30 0,39 -61 2.802,60 0,17 -83 10.186,90 0,29 -71 
SOUTH EAST 7.400,20 0,39 -61 3.766,30 0,23 -77 11.166,50 0,31 -69 
BUCHAREST+ILFOV 18.980,10 1 0 16.625,40 1 0 35.605,52 1 0 
  

Levels of household deposits registered at regional level are placed at a very low level of only 26-44% of the 
population deposits in Bucharest-Ilfov region, and only 11-29% of levels for foreign currency deposits, which what 
determine rates of gap close to 90% when referring to foreign currency deposits in the South-West Oltenia, the 
polarization of the potential saving to population in the country capital is evident. We can note the gap between 
Bucharest-Ilfov and Region North-West which is a gap somewhat lower than Bucharest-Ilfov recorded with the other 
regions. 
 
Table no. 5 - The algorithm for calculating territorial indices and rates of gap of the Bucharest-Ilfov Region, in late 
December 2015 

Development 
regions 

Credits in lei Credits în foreign currancy Total deposits 

 
Mil.Lei 

Territorial 
indeces 

Rates  
of gap  % 

 
Mil.Lei 

Territorial 
indeces 

Rates of 
gap % 

 
Mil.Lei 

Territoria
l indeces 

Rates 
of gap % 

      

NORD-WEST 5.894,30 0,37 -63 6.839,10 0,31 -69 12.733,40 0,34 -66 
NORD-EAST 5.416,00 0,34 -66 5.261,10 0,24 -76 10.677,10 0,28 -72 
WEST 5.455,00 0,34 -66 4.961,10 0,23 -77 10.416,10 0,28 -72 
CENTER 4.569,90 0,29 -71 4.793,80 0,22 -78 9.363,80 0,25 -75 
SOUTH-WEST 
OLTENIA 4.118,90 0,26 -74 3.057,60 0,14 -86 7.176,50 0,19 -81 
SOUTH MUNTENIA 5.656,30 0,36 -64 3.647,90 0,17 -83 9.304,20 0,25 -75 
SOUTH-EAST 5.652,90 0,36 -64 5.162,10 0,24 -76 10.815,00 0,29 -71 

BUCHAREST+ILFOV 
15.829,6

0 1 0 21.772,10 1 0 37.601,70 1 0 
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Supremacy of Bucharest-Ilfov region is evident in the case of population credits, maintaining the similar gaps, 
a sign that the concentrated growth in the Bucharest-Ilfov determines the population either to consume or to invest 
much more than the population of the rest of the country whatever the region. A gap somewhat lower than that 
recorded by the Bucharest-Ilfov Region relative to other regions is recorded by the North-West Region. 

To quantify the degree of uniformity of distributions in space, statistical methodology holds specific 
indicators. In this study, we used the spatial distribution coefficient which is named, too the concentration coefficient in 
space, one of the most relevant statistical indicators that can characterize this point of view for territorial series 
consisting of absolute values.  

The variability of the inferior limit of the Gini coefficient, as compared with the n products analysed, 
determines a relative dificulty in using it in temporal comparisons. To eliminate that disadvantage, a number of 
correction procedures were propose in order to deal with the Gini coeffi cient. Such a procedure was proposed by R. 
Struck1: 

 
Characterization the intensity of variables considered was accomplished by calling the concentration 

coefficient Struck (Cs) whose value is between 0 - corresponding to spatial Series perfectly uniform and 1 - for major 
concentration, in other words, disparities, coefficient which is actually a corrected form of Gini coefficient. 

 
Concentration coefficients for each variable considered is calculated and presented in the table below: 

 
Table no. 6 - Algorithm for calculating the coefficient of concentration among Romanian development regions, in 
late December 2015 

Development  
regions  Credits in lei Credits in foreign 

currency Deposits in lei Deposits in foreign 
currency 

NORD-WEST  0,110 0,120 0,130 0,120 
 0,012 0,014 0,017 0,014 

NORD-EAST  0,100 0,090 0,110 0,100 
 0,010 0,008 0,012 0,010 

WEST  0,100 0,090 0,080 0,090 
 0,010 0,008 0,006 0,008 

CENTER  0,090 0,090 0,100 0,090 
 0,008 0,008 0,010 0,008 

SOUTH-WEST OLTENIA  0,080 0,060 0,070 0,040 
 0,006 0,004 0,005 0,002 

SOUTH MUNTENIA  0,110 0,070 0,110 0,070 
 0,012 0,005 0,012 0,005 

SOUTH-EAST  0,110 0,090 0,110 0,090 
 0,012 0,008 0,012 0,008 

BUCHAREST+ILFOV  0,300 0,390 0,290 0,400 
 0,090 0,152 0,084 0,160 

  0,1608 0,2074 0,1586 0,2152 
 

 

 
	  

 
  

 
                                                
1 Săvoiu, G., Crăciuneanu, V., Ţaicu, M., A New Method of Statistical Analysis of Markets’ Concentration or 
Diversification, Romanian Statistical Review nr. 2 / 2010, p. 15-21. 
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The values obtained from the calculation for concentration coefficients of regional distribution shows a 

relatively uniform, for the volume of deposits in lei, the coefficient of Struck being quite close to 0 (CS = 0.098). As for 
loans in lei (CS = 0.20) and foreign currency loans (CS = 0.26) we can speak of some regional focus, while, relative to 
the volume of deposits in foreign currency (FC = 0.32) there a relative concentration and can thus speak about 
interregional disparities. 

If we consider the definition of geographical regions which comprises several counties, can discuss amid 
variation disparities between counties. 
To test this hypothesis we considered data from Table. 7 data on the behavior of the population credits and deposits on 
the county level. 

 
Table no. 7 – Romanian regional structure of household credits and deposits in lei and foreign currency, in late of 
December 2015 

Millions lei 

Development  
Region County Credits in 

lei 
Credits in foreign 

currancy 
Total  

Credits 
Deposits  în 

lei 

Deposits in 
foreign 

currancy 

Total 
deposits 

NORTH-WEST 

Bihor 1.253,0 1.481,2 2.734,3 1.650,8 899,1 2.549,87 
Bistriţa-Năsăud 439,4 470,9 910,2 743,5 371,4 1.114,87 
Cluj 2.560,6 3.135,8 5.696,5 3.449,1 2.069,5 5.518,64 
Maramureş 749,8 742,7 1.492,6 1.123,2 740,6 1.863,83 
Satu Mare 537,1 587,9 1.125,0 786,5 518,5 1.304,98 
Sălaj 354,3 420,5 774,8 591,9 196,7 788,66 
Total 5.894,3 6.839,1 12.733,4 8.345,1 4.795,7 13.140,86 

NORTH-EAST 

Bacău 948,7 783,3 1.732,0 1.508,7 912,5 2.421,19 
Botoşani 490,2 438,7 928,9 585,4 254,1 839,54 
Iaşi 2.047,7 2.302,2 4.350,0 1.839,6 1.039,9 2.879,51 
Neamţ 633,0 573,7 1.206,7 1.228,9 818,4 2.047,31 
Suceava 779,1 769,7 1.548,8 1.376,4 909,7 2.286,06 
Vaslui 517,2 393,5 910,7 668,9 300,5 969,42 
Total 5.416,0 5.261,1 10.677,1 7.207,9 4.235,1 11.443,03 

WEST 

Arad 968,1 800,5 1.768,6 982,3 748,2 1.730,56 
Caraş-Severin 443,2 263,6 706,7 389,2 325,2 714,38 
Hunedoara 963,1 483,0 1.446,2 1.174,2 449,6 1.623,85 
Timiş 2.417,6 2.776,7 5.194,3 1.807,7 1.846,6 3.654,34 

CENTER 

Alba 663,0 637,4 1.300,3 999,6 411,9 1.411,52 
Total 5.455,0 4.961,1 10.416,1 5.353,0 3.781,6 9.134,66 
Braşov 1.737,5 1.998,9 3.736,3 2.023,5 1.402,5 3.426,01 
Covasna 325,3 197,4 522,7 482,1 182,5 664,59 
Harghita 338,6 216,6 555,2 878,8 230,7 1.109,49 
Mureş 976,0 995,5 1.971,5 1.661,3 770,7 2.432,02 
Sibiu 1.192,5 1.385,5 2.578,1 1.384,2 994,5 2.378,61 
Total 4.569,9 4.793,8 9.363,8 6.429,9 3.580,9 10.010,72 

SOUTH-WEST 
OLTENIA 

Dolj 1.567,8 1.405,3 2.973,1 1.898,6 778,2 2.676,83 
Gorj 755,2 312,9 1.068,1 805,0 198,8 1.003,82 
Mehedinţi 471,3 410,1 881,5 462,6 210,7 673,31 
Olt 632,1 393,0 1.025,1 784,5 239,6 1.024,13 
Vâlcea 692,4 536,3 1.228,7 993,2 430,7 1.423,82 
Total 4.118,9 3.057,6 7.176,5 4.943,9 1.858,0 6.801,9 

SOUTH 
MUNTENIA 

Argeş 1.582,1 1.277,7 2.859,8 2.157,9 707,0 2.864,85 
Călăraşi 387,9 207,0 594,9 512,2 127,7 639,92 
Dâmboviţa 699,5 346,5 1.046,0 923,6 399,1 1.322,69 
Giurgiu 322,6 206,0 528,6 312,2 98,0 410,23 
Ialomiţa 448,5 244,3 692,8 539,4 127,1 666,53 
Prahova 1.750,1 1.137,7 2.887,8 2.362,0 1.172,9 3.534,87 
Teleorman 465,5 228,8 694,3 577,0 170,8 747,76 
Total 5.656,3 3.647,9 9.304,2 7.384,3 2.802,6 10.186,9 

SOUTH-EAST Brăila 619,6 452,4 1.072,1 909,3 242,5 1.151,75 
Buzău 796,4 504,1 1.300,5 1.148,0 338,0 1.486,03 
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Constanţa 2.199,7 2.585,0 4.784,7 2.435,7 1.899,0 4.334,74 
Galaţi 1.034,8 873,7 1.908,4 1.557,9 659,1 2.217,07 
Tulcea 496,2 312,2 808,4 506,1 218,3 724,35 
Vrancea 506,1 434,8 940,9 843,2 409,4 1.252,58 
Total 5.652,9 5.162,1 10.815,0 7.400,2 3.766,3 11.166,5 

BUCHAREST Bucureşti + Ilfov 15.829,6 21.772,1 37.601,7 18.980,1 16.625,4 35.605,52 
ROMANIA Total 52.592,8 55.495,0 108.087,7 66.044,4 41.445,7 107.490,05 

Source: Data from http://www.bnr.ro/Credite-si-depozite-in-profil-teritorial-3171.aspx#peloc, proceeding by the 
author. 
  

The main indicators for analysis of the degree of variation between Roamnian counties were calculated and 
presented in Table below: 

 
Table no. 8 - Indicators of regional variation analysis of household credits and deposits in lei and foreign currency, 

in late of December 2015 

 N Range Minimum Maximum Sum Mean Std. 
Deviation Variance 

Credits in lei 41 15.507,00 322,60 15.829,60 52.592,40 1.282,74 2.404,5 5.781.622 
Credits in foreign currency 41 21.574,70 197,40 21.772,10 55.495,10 1.353,54 3.352,556 11.239.632 
Total credits 41 37.079,00 522,70 37.601,70 108.087,80 2.636,29 5.753,609 33.104.016 
Deposits in lei 41 18.667,90 312,20 18.980,10 66.044,30 1.610,84 2.860,364 8.181.680 
Deposits in foreign currency 41 16.527,40 98,00 16.625,40 41.445,60 1.010,87 2.548,09 6.492.764 
Total deposits 41 35.195,29 410,23 35.605,52 107.490,05 2.621,71 5.400,698 29.167.535 

Source Proceedings by the author with MS Excel 
  

As for population credits, if we compare the levels calculated for dispersions can note a variation much larger 
between counties like  between the development regions for variables named Credits in lei or foreign currency 
compared to the variation of the variable named Total Credits,  that is because Ilfov county is associated to Bucharest. 
Regarding the household savings, high variation is found in the variable Total deposits compared to the variation for 
variables Deposits in foreign currency or Deposits in lei. 

 
3. CONCLUSION 

 
After the analysis at the level of the eight development regions is observed that there are not significant 

disparities, in other words: 
- The coefficients of Struck followed a uniform distribution of deposits in lei which denotes a relative certain 

habit for savings in national currency, 
- There is small concentration, insignificant even, on behavior financial credit in lei and foreign currency, 
- There is a relative concentration of the savings in foreign currency deposits for the Bucharest-Ilfov, this 

being the most developed region of Romania, both economically and socially, and default results in an increase in the 
concentration of certain areas, resulting in some discrepancies.  

As regarding disparities between counties, there are obvious economic disparities in standards of living and 
considerable between them, which obviously determines the financial behavior of the population. Can note, however, 
levels of credits/ deposits ratio below the national value for most Romanian development regions, which although can 
be interpreted as signs of the population maturity and their orientation to saving, hide in fact a caution, and a limitation 
of consumption and investments, especially since modest supra unitary levels can note only in regions with a very high 
standard of life, compared to the other regions. 
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